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Abstract 
Fire risk is expected to increase in the Mediterranean Basin like in many areas worldwide. Climate is likely the 

main driver of fire activity by conditioning fuel dryness and fire weather. However fire-climate relationships 

are conditioned by other environmental dimensions like fuel structure (composition and spatial arrangement of 

flammable vegetation) and human activities. Therefore assessing how climate controls fire activity in heavily 

anthropized landscapes like European Mediterranean regions requires to design analyses in appropriate 

geographic units to encompass the dominant fire drivers. We aimed to assess how spatiotemporal patterns of 

both fire activity and climate structured south-eastern France into homogeneous geographic unit which we 

defined as ‘pyroclimatic’ regions. 

We performed a pyroclimatic classification of Mediterranean and mountain areas of south-eastern France at 2 

km resolution from the national fire database and daily atmospheric parameters over 1973-2009. This 

classification was based on multidimensional and clustering analyses. South-eastern France is characterized by 

three main ‘pyroclimatic’ regions and ten sub-regions from high fire-prone maritime mountains to moderate 

fire-prone hot lowlands and low fire-prone inner moist mountains. These geographic units are discriminated 

from each other by fire activity, fire seasonality, fire weather and their recent evolution. 

We demonstrated that fire activity and fire weather of south-eastern France are highly dynamic in space and 

time. Characterizing pyroclimatic regions offers new regional perspectives of fire management and policy 

because two areas having similar fire weather, fire regime and recent temporal trends would benefit for specific 

attention. 

 

Keywords: pyrogeography, climate change, fire danger, fire activity, fire density, burned area, Mediterranean 

ecosystems, mountain. 

 

 Introduction 

 

Future changes of fire activity would be highly heterogeneous in space and time (Flannigan et al. 2009; 

Moritz et al. 2012). Spatial patterns of fire activity are governed by environmental gradients of climate, 

vegetation and ignition which drive pyrogeography worldwide (sensu Krawchuk et al. 2009). In this 

sense, authors argued that global changes are likely to have different effects on fire regimes respective 

to the predominant drivers (Bradstock, 2010; Krawchuk & Moritz, 2010). Climate is likely the main 

driver of fires because it controls both fire weather and fuel moisture (e.g. Flannigan et al. 2000) such 

as fuel amount (Bond and Keeley 2005). Otherwise, human influence on current and past fires has 

been emphasized as a key process (Bowman et al. 2011). In particular, the fire-climate relationship at 

a regional scale should be offset by temporal changes in land use and or fire management policies 

(Mouillot and Field 2005; Marlon et al. 2008). Therefore, it appears that no description or prediction 

of climate effects on wildfires makes sense without reference to particular climatic, ecological and 

human contexts. Human influence on fire activity has already been highlighted in Mediterranean areas 

through transformation of land cover and ignition potential (Loepfe et al. 2012). On the other hand, 

the northern Mediterranean Basin are facing an increasing fire risk with ongoing climate change (Bedia 

et al. 2013) and because fires are expected to be primarily limited by weather conditions in these areas 

(Batllori et al. 2013). We aimed to assess the diversity of French Mediterranean ‘pyroclimates’, i.e. 

regions having similar fire regime, similar climate, and similar recent trends of both. We expect that 

partitioning south-eastern France into pyroclimates will allow testing the variability in local fire drivers 
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 because fire activity varies strongly across the study area (Figure 1). Moreover characterizing 

‘pyroclimates’ has management implications since two areas having similar fire weather, fire regime 

and temporal trends would benefit from similar fire management and policy. So we aimed to assess 

the spatiotemporal patterns of fire weather and fire regime across south-eastern France and test how 

they are distributed into homogeneous geographic units, i.e. pyroclimatic regions. 

 

 Methods 

 

Fire regime and fire weather of south-eastern France were quantified over 1973-2009 at two kilometre 

resolution from the national fire georeferenced database (Prométhée 2011) and daily atmospheric 

parameters of Safran reanalysis system (Vidal et al. 2010). 

Fire regime was quantified from 2*2 km aggregates of i) fire season length (number of days between 

the first and the last fire of the year), ii) yearly and seasonal fire occurrence (fire density) and iii) yearly 

and seasonal cumulated size of fires which ignited in a given pixel. As we aim to capture regional 

variation in fire regime, we applied an inverse distance weighting function to smooth fire statistics 

over a larger moving window (30 km). A spatial smoothing of fire metrics allowed us to emphasize 

their deterministic part by reducing the stochasticity inherent to the fire process. Moreover, as fire 

regime may need more than four decades to be assessed in the less fire-prone regions, we expanded 

the spatial search range of fire occurrence in a given pixel from two (pixel resolution) to ten kilometres 

(moving window of 5 km radius). Fire danger was assessed from components of the Canadian Fire 

Weather Index System which rate the initiation, spread and control of forest fires. Fire weather index 

(FWI) and its drought components (FFMC, DMC, DC) were computed from the equations of Van 

Wagner and Pickett (1985) based on daily noon parameters (Van Wagner 1987). The use of 

instantaneous conditions (12h GMT) instead of daily means was recently pointed out to get reliable 

estimates of mean and extreme conditions of fire danger (Herrera et al. 2013). Climate patterns were 

assessed from monthly and yearly averages of temperature and precipitation whose computations are 

based on daily mean temperature and cumulated rainfall respectively. All these indices were 

downscaled from height to one kilometre resolution by the help of regional statistical modelling 

following standard procedures (Zimmermann and Kienast 2009; Zimmermann et al. 2013). 

Specifically downscaling procedure was based on vertical gradient modelling per homogeneous 

climatic regions (‘symposium’, Vidal et al., 2010) and anomaly inference. Fire danger and bioclimatic 

indices were first computed before downscaling and then aggregated to 2*2 km (fire database 

resolution). Temporal trends over 1973-2009 were quantified for all fire regime variables and 

downscaled climatic indices by the statistics of a modified Mann-Kendall trend test (Hamed and 

Ramachandra Rao 1998).  

We carried out the pyroclimatic classification of south-eastern France by ordination and clustering 

analyses on four subsets: i) fire regime metrics, ii) climate (fire danger and bioclimatic indices) and 

iii-iv) their past temporal trends. First, we independently synthesized each of the four subsets from 

Principal Components Analyses (PCA) with backward selection procedure. Backward selection was 

applied to remove the least contributory variables in order to synthesize the multidimensional 

variability of fire, climate and temporal trends into a reduced number of gradients (i.e., principal 

components). We prior standardized seasonal fire and climatic variables by pixel (0-1) to limit 

autocorrelation with annual means and to study the seasonal distribution of them among pyroclimatic 

regions. Secondly, we performed a hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) on principal 

components based on a Euclidean distance matrix and the Ward criterion (Ward 1963). The number 

of group was given by the Calinski-Harabasz criterion (Caliński and Harabasz 1974) applied on an 

independent k-means clustering with Monte Carlo simulations (Makarenkov and Legendre 2001). All 

analyses and calculations were performed on R environment (R Core Team 2013), with the help of the 

‘fume’ package for FWI calculations and trend tests (Santander Meteorology Group 2012). 
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 Results and discussion 

 

Average patterns over 1973-2009 of annual fire density and size show a high variability of fire activity 

across South-eastern France (Figure 1). We find the most fire prone areas in the eastern Mediterranean 

coast where from west to east, calcareous and siliceous Provence, the maritime pre-Alps and Corsica 

have experienced both the highest density of fires and the highest burned area. In the western coast, 

we find several fire-prone islands around major cities with high burned areas and moderate fire density. 

A third area with high density and cumulated size of fires was found in north-western inlands (Ardeche 

plateau). Elevated mountain areas in Eastern Pyrenees, Cevennes and Southern Alps (from west to 

east) are less fire-prone. These spatial gradients of fire activity are partly related to fire weather ones, 

depicted by the drought code (DC) and the fire weather index (FWI) of the Canadian Fire Weather 

Index System (Figure 1). Annual extremes (95th percentile) of DC and FWI are maximal in the western 

Mediterranean coast and minimal in elevated mountain areas which are relatively characterized by 

high versus low fire activity respectively. 

 

 

Figure 1. Spatial patterns of annual fire density, fire size, Drought Code and Fire Weather Index in the 15 

departments of south-eastern France (1973-2009 averages). Fire metrics were smoothed by an inverse distance 

weighting function on a 30 km moving window (log-scale). Fire size represents here the cumulative size of fires which 

ignited in a given square kilometre per year. Maps of fire weather indices have been computed from extreme annual 

values (95th percentile). 

By taking into account fire activity, fire weather and their temporal trends over 1973-2009, clustering 

analyses indicated that south-eastern France is divided into three pyroclimatic regions and 10 sub-

regions (Figure 2). These regions constitute specific combinations of climate and fire regime from the 

highest fire-prone maritime mountains (Corsica and maritime pre-Alps, PCr-1) to high fire-prone 

Mediterranean-climate lowlands (Mediterranean coast and Rhone valley, PCr-2) and low fire-prone 

moist and cold inner mountains (eastern Pyrenees, Cevennes and southern Alps, PCr-3).  
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Figure 2. Pyroclimatic regions of south-eastern France. Pyroclimatic regions (PCr) were subdivided into 10 sub-

pyroclimates (sPC). Sub-regions sPC-1 and 2 belong to pyroclimate PCr-1; sPC-2 to sPC-7 belong to PCr-2 and sPC-

8 to sPC-10 belong to PCr-3. See Method section for details on pyroclimate partitioning. 

 

Figure 3. Averaged temporal trends (1973-2009) of winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) fire density and fire size (log-

scale) within the three pyroclimatic regions. Correlation coefficient (t) and significance ( p < 0.05,  p < 0.01,  p 

< 0.001) are presented for Mann-Kendall modified trend tests. Fire size represents here the cumulative size of fires 

which ignited in a given square kilometre per year. 
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Fire danger is the highest in PCr-2 and the lowest in PCr-3 in respect to annual mean and 95th percentile 

of FWI and DC (Figure 1). Trend tests over the four past decades indicated that mean fire danger has 

significantly increased in all three regions, depicted by yearly mean FWI (tau > 0.42, p < 0.01). Fire 

danger extreme conditions have followed the same increasing trend (95th percentile FWI: tau > 0.39, 

p < 0.05). These findings corroborate previous study in Mediterranean areas (Carvalho et al. 2008; 

Bedia et al. 2013). Otherwise fire activity is largely seasonally restricted with one peak in winter and 

one in summer. The two most fire-prone regions PCr-1 and PCr-3 are characterized by a predominant 

fire activity in summer compared to PCr-3 (69, 73 and 45 % of annual burned area, respectively). On 

the contrary, winter burned area is higher in annual proportion within the less fire-prone elevated-

mountain region PCr-3 (30 % against 19 % and 10 % in PCr-1 and PCr-2 respectively). In these more 

weather-limiting landscapes spring fires contribute to 18 % of annual burned area, whereas autumn 

fires are poorly contributing with less than 7 % of annual burned area whatever the pyroclimatic region. 

1973-2009 trends of seasonal fire activity showed contrasted patterns too (Figure 3). Indeed winter 

fire density has increased in PCr-1 (p < 0.05), decreased in PCr-2 (p < 0.05) while both fire density 

and size have not significantly changed in winter and in summer across PCr-3 (p > 0.05). Overall in 

the two most fire-prone regions, both summer fire density as winter and summer fire size have 

decreased these past decades (Figure 3) with higher significant trends for the hotter and dryer 

pyroclimatic region (PCr-2, p < 0.05). 

We demonstrated that south-eastern France has contrasted geographic units, i.e. pyroclimatic regions, 

which revealed differences in both spatial and temporal patterns of fire and climate. This classification 

would offer new regional perspectives in fire management policy by defining regional affinities in 

both fire weather and fire regime dynamics. In the heavily anthropized landscapes of south-eastern 

France, fire activity appear likely more heterogeneous in space and time than in other Mediterranean 

areas where burned area has increased since the seventies (Pausas 2004; Carvalho et al. 2008). Indeed 

we found that fire density and fire size have increased in some regions and decreased in others with 

season-specific trends. These findings point out that changes in fire activity may strongly differ 

between closed regions without a priori evident climatic explanation. This may involve a stronger 

expression of climatic-independent altering dimensions such as fire suppression strategies (Mouillot 

and Field 2005; Brotons et al. 2013) or land cover transformation (Loepfe et al. 2012). This study 

highlights that the predominance of fire drivers among climate, vegetation and human factors may 

likely differ across small spatial ranges and may counteract the effects of climate change on future 

regional fire activity.  
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